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SUMMARY
The longitudinal stability characteristics of elastic swept
wings of high aspect ratio experiencingbending and torsional
deformations are calculated for”supersonic speed by the appli-
cation of linearized lifting-surface theory. A parabolic wing
deflection curve is assumed and the analysis is simplified by
a number of structural approximations. The method is thereby
limited in application to wings of high aspect ratio for which the
root effects are small. Bq5ressions for the lift, pitching+uoment,
and span load distribution characteristics are derived in terms of
the elastic properties of the wing; namely, the design stress, the
modulus of elasticity, the shearing modulus, and the maximum design
load factor. The analysis applies to wings with leading edges swept
behind the Mach lines. In all cases, however, the trailing edge is
sonic or supersonic. Application of the method of analysis to wings
with leading edges swept ahead of the Mach 13nes is discussed.
The results of numerical calculations for a wing of aspect
ratio 3.2 sad 600 sweepback are presented for a Mach number of
1.414 and for incompressible flow. The effects of wing elasticity
on the lift+urve slope, moment+xrve slope, and neutral-point
position are shown. The results indicate that the primary variable
involved in aeroelastic phenomena is the dynamic pressure and that
the influence of the flight Mach number is small for wings swept
behind the Mach lines.
INTRODUCTION
In reference 1, R. T. Jones has shown that supersonic flight
may be alftainedwith a reasonable degree of efficiency through
the use of swept wings of high aspect ratio. The use of sweep-
back, however, involves many problems of stability and control,
not the least of which are associated with the aerodynamic effects
t
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of the ela8tic deformtion al?the airplane strwture. In particular,
the longitudinal stability of the aircraft may be affected to a large
degree since the bending and torsional deformations of the wing may
sh3ft tbe center of pressure af the lift forward an a~eciable
iklmtance.
These aeroelastic phenomna recur under those flight conditions
where the magnitude and/or the spamwise variation of the elastic
deformtion of the wing varies with angle of attack. Aeroel.astlc
effects may therefore occur either in accelerated flight at constant
-c press~e or, ~der certain conditions, h steady level flight
with varying dynamic pres~. In the latter case, if the lcding
due to twist or caniberis dti?ferentthan the loading due to change
of angle of attick, the lrim ohange due to elastic deformation of the
wing in steady level flight varies”with the dynamic pressure and
Influences the stability of the airplane as in~cakd by the ~osition
of the control stick as a function of airspeed.
In solving aeroelastic problems, since the interrelation of the
structural and aerodynamic characteristics of the wing results in
mathematical cmplexity, it is usually necessary to compromise to
some extent either the structural or the aerodynamic aspects of the
problem to obtain a solution. In the present analysis, the structural ‘
characteristics of the wing are compromised to the extent that the
form of the deflection curve is assumed. This assumption permits the
application of supersonic lifting-surface theory to the determination
of the load distribution, the lift, and the pitching+mment character-
istics of ekstic wings. Additional analysis is necessary to dete~
$?
mine whether it is better to use more rigorous aerodynamic theory in
aeroelastic computations, as in the present report, or to use a more
complete structural theory as in recent work by John W. Miles of
U.C.L.A. or Franklin Diederich of the EACA.
xl,y~ Cartesian coorMnates
Xyy transformed Cartesian coordinates in terms of the semispan
dimension, s
%his particular aeroelastic characteristic is not considered h the
present report which is concerned primarily with accelerated flight.
Further, the wing is considered to be weightless so that the
ameliorating influence of the distributed mass of the wing is not
accounted for in estimating the aeroelastic characteristics.
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x,y coord@ates of the apex of any superposed lifting
sector
distance in the yl direction from the root section to the
intersection of the flexura.1axis and the tip l.kchcone
distance along the flexural axis from the root section to
the intersection of the flexural axis
cone
distance measured from the root section
axis
spanwise distance in y direction from
the center of load on the half wing
wing area
and the tip lkch
along the flexural
the root section to
taper ratio, ratio of tip chord to root chord
average chord
(;:29mean aerodynamic chord —
local chord parallel to the plane of synmmtrg
root chord parallel to the plane of synmwtry b terms of
the span dimension, s
aspect ratio
angle of sweepback of the flexural axis
slope of the flexural axis in a vertical plane passing
through the flexural axis
maximum load factor
bending moment at any point on the flexural axis
bending momnt at the root section of the wing beam
torsional momnt at any point on the flexursl sxis
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torsional moment at the root section of the wing beam
modulus of elasticity for the
shearing modulus for the wing
moment of inertia of the wing
torsional stiffness constant
distance between the flexural
wing beem material
beam mterial
beam
axis and the center of
pressure of the sectional lift in terms of the local
chord.
nmdmumdesign stress
maximm thickness of the widg at the root section
amgle of attack of the root section of the wing
incremmtal angle of attackat any spanwise station of the
.
angle of attack of the wing section at
angle of attack of the root sectionat
factor is developed
~ spanwise station
which maxinmm load
~ where M is the frehtream Mach nurtiber
p times the cotmgent
Wng leading edge
j3 tires the cotaugent
wing trailing edge
J3 times the cotangent
from the apex of any
of the angle of sweepback
of the angle of sweepback
of the angle of sweepback
superposed lifting sector
of the
of the
of a ray
complete elJAptic
(d=)
integral of the second kind with modulus
airplane weight
*
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wing loading
-c pressure ()>V2 , where p is the mass density and
V the velcxity &’the’free stream
lifting pressure coefficient
load P9r unit span
section lift coefficient
Mft
ltit coefficient
ltit coefficient
section pitching
of.the wing
()L~
at mximum load factor
moment of a wing section about the apex
pitching+mom nt coefficient about the apex of the wing in
terms of the mean aerodynamic chord and the wing area
the rate of change al?lift coefficient with the angle of
attack of the root section
the rate of change of pitching+noment
angle of attack of the root section
the rate d chauge d pitching+noment
lift coefficient
ANALYSIS
coefficient with the -
coefficient with the
Wing With a Subsonic Leading Edge
h the following analysis, for convenience. the aerdvnamic
loading due to bend&g and-tha~ due to torsion &e first t~ated
separately. Expressions for the combined effects of bending W
torsion are derived later.
Bending.- llheaerodynamic twist2 due to bending of a stre~
wise section of an elastic swept wing under accelerated flight
2The chamge in camber of the airfoil sections due to the distortion
of the wing surface is, of course, ignored.
—. . ..__.. _
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.
conditions is a function of the applied load and the elastic characte~
istics of the wing beam. W order to arrive at a solution for the
aerodynamic properties of the wing without becoming iuvolved ti labo-
rious graphical analysis, some sb@U?@ng approximateions must be made
regarding the elastic properties of the wing.
h a strict sense, a swept wing of conventional structural design
cannot be considered to have a flexural axis. For wings of high
aspect ratio, however, it will be assumed that a flexural -is exists,
since this assumption permits the use of simple beam theory and intro-
duces only a smaU conservative error.
For the purpose d analysis, the root section of the wing beam
is assumed to be,the etinsion of the wing beam on a @ane prpendi-
ular to the flexural axis and passing through the intersection of the
flexural axis and the stieemwise root section. (See fig. 1.) This
simp~ication of the beam analysis Is shdlar to that of reference 2.
The length d the wing beam s* is Men as thO distanoe along the
flexural axis from the root to the titersection cf the flexural axis
and the tiy Mach cone. The semispan s of the wing is taken as
extending from the root section to the intersection & the flexural
axis and the tip Mach cone in a direction Perpendicular to the plane
of symmetry. The portion of the wing lying within the Iiipl&ch cone
is ignored since, as shown in reference 3, very little load is carried
in this region and the analysis is thereby simplified.
The coordinate system is selected as shown in figure 2. The
origin of the coordinate system is placed at the apex of the wing,
the positive branch of the xl axis lying downstream.
The mathematical treatment My be made less tedious by trans- ~
forming smd nondimensionalizingthe coordinates so that h the fol.l.ow-
ing .!malySis
PY1
Y=~
. root chord
co s
h general, at both subsonic and supersonic speeds, selection
of the wing plan form for low bag leads to a conblnation of spanwise
loading and spanwise distribtiion of the bending resistance in the w@j
been such that the wing deflection curve is essentia~y parabolic.(The
.
ratio of M to I is constant across the span.) The deflection curve
.—
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—
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deviates appreciably from a
experienced by the ~ sre
the USW1 tapered wing, the
7
parabola only if the aeroelastic effects
very large. Calculations show that, for
assumption of a parabolic deflection
curve gives results mmparsble to a more rigorous structural treatment
for deviations from rigid wing values as large as, for insba.uce,a
3C-percent loss in lift-curve slope. It seems improbable that a
designer wouldbe interested h wings with larger deviations fYom-
rigid+dng characteristics.
Since the deflection curve of the flexural axis is assumed to be
parabolic, the slope of the flexural axis is
g=xyt
EI
where y~ is measured along the flexural @s.
The incremental angle of attaok of streamwise sections of the
wing is relatedto the slope of the flexural axis as
The slope of
nates may be
the flexural sxis in nondimensional transformed coordi-
written a~
The incremental
elastic wing is
e“-=---y=—
EIBcosA
mgle of attack of any streamwise section of the
then
and the total agle of attack of any streamwise section is
Ms
f%=a—-- ~lByt=A (1)
where a is the angle of attack of the root section of the whg.
Equation (1) @ves the magnitude and distribution of twist across
the span of the wing if the magnitude of M/EI is known.
The distribtiion of pressure over the elastic wing due to twist
may be determined by applying tiown conical-flow solutions for super-
sonic flow. In the linearized theory, the principle of superposition
of various solutions may be used to satisfy the particular boundary
.— ____ —_..—..—
—-—.. —v —. .-— . —.—z _. .._ ———
8conditions of the p?oblem. For the elastic wing,
mayle consid=ed to consist of the superposition
flow fields:
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the ?1OW field
of two aiptinct
1.
2.
4 an%
solution
The flow about a flat rigid wing at an angle of attack
equal to the angle of attack of the root section
The fluw about a twisted w5ng for which the singleof
attack at the root is zero
solution for the first flow field is gimn in references
the second flow field can be obtained by det~ the
for a differential twist dm~ at ae station * ~te-
grating this solution across the span:
The solution for the pressure distribution at any yoint, corre-
sponding to a differential twist, must meet the following boundary
conditions (fig. 3):
1. Outboard of the station of twist, the sagle of attack must
be constant and equal to the d.ifferentfal twist.
2. ~board of the station of twist, the singleof attack of the
surface must be zero.
3. Between the swept leading edge and the
@ Pressmes may exist.
The conical-flow solution corresponding to
Mach cone, no lift+
these“boundarycondi-
tions is that for a special lifting sector given by Lagerstrom in
reference 6 end is expressed in the notation of the present report as
& . &t ms’2
r
l+t
qj3Zm+l~ (2)
where t defines a ray from the apex of the sector.
Figure 3 shows both a sketch of the boundary conditions to be
met by this solution and a plot of the pressure distribution given
by equation (2).
The induced pressure resulting frcm twist due to bending of the
elastic wing may be found by integrating across the span of the wing.
This integration corresponds to the superposition of en infinite nmber .
of the lift@ sectors along the span, each sector having an infinites-
imal-angle of attack das.
.
0
I
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The ~essure due @ twist is then given by
where
The x and. y coordinates of the apex of any superposed sector
are ~,~.
The integration must be carried out from the root section af the
~ q=o tO the value of 9=T0 corresponding to the last superposed
sector, the Mach cone of which encompasses the point x,y under con-
sideration. The value of TO is found by placing t equal to -1 and
solving for u.
7* = fi (X+Y)
The integration yields at any point x,y the pressure due to
twist
() 16 m5/24 =-—— rtan A ~ (X+y) =qT 3f% (IE-I-1)2 =—Y (3)
To this expression must be added the conjugate term due to the elastic
d.efmmation of the opposite wing pamel. The conjugate term may be
obtained by substituting -y for y. Then
()Ap —M’% [(”y) /2+ ‘-y) J2ZI‘4). 16 m5~~T 3p=% (m+l)=’
It should be noted that the addition of the conjugate timms adds
some very small lifting pressure in the region between the wing leading
edge and the Mach cone where no lifting pressure may exist. These
pressures may be canceled by the superposition of const~t lift sectors
as noted in reference 7. Since these extraneous pressures,on the
average, amount to about 3 percent of the average pressure coefficient
.
over the adjacent wing surface and, since elimination of those pressures
.-
-—. . — -——.— . .. —-
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would change the pressures over the smface only about o~half
1 percent, it seems that in view of the additional implication
involved the cancellation of these pressures is unwarranted.
18u
of
The totil lifting yressue for the elastic wing at an @e of
attack is then obtained by adding to equation (1) the solution for
the flat.lifting wing. For the elastic wing, then
(5)
Eksmination of this equation shows that the relationship between M@
and a must be established before the pressure distribution can be
calculated. Sinoe for wings with parabolic deflection curves the
maximum stress occurs at the yoint of =imum thickness, umally
the root, the mximum stress occurring at mximum load factor is
and.since the lending moment at any
function of the angle of attack,
M 2rY~
—=—
1 dr
point on the span is a linear
a
G
where o= is the design stress at maximum load factor, dr is the
thickness of the root section and ~ is the amgle of attack at
maximum load factor; an expression for w is derived later.
The equation for the ~essure distribution my then be written as
Zq)= 4n#a
9.
p)2/~ -
32 m5/2 -A %x s a
.—— —. .
3J3% (m+l)* Edr~
.
,,
.
.
‘R’)EY+ ‘=Y)EY “) “
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The
(6)
The
x=
The
are
load per unit
u
span can he obtained from an integration & equation
with respect to x along any wlzeamwise stition (y=constan~),
iii
integration is carried out from the leading edge d the wing,
y+~co
~ to the trailing edge x = —
m %
and yields
2 4m2sa 3* m5/=
-= —f~(y)-— 2a
!l ~ta A%=—-f2(y)pz (7)3p% (m+l) %%
functions f1( y) and fa(y) are given in the appendix stice they
sonmwhat unwieldy.
The lift coefficient uy be obtained by an integration of equa-
tion (7),spanwise from root to tip.
The integration yieldss ,
[
4m% F= 3* m5/2pcL=2g — –—— tan A* 5%2 1 (8)fm 3p=% (m+l)z E %%
The constants F1 and F2 are given by equations in the appendix.
This equation may be used to determine the emgle of attack at
maximum lmd factor ~ which is needed in the foregoing equations:
%t may be noted that the ratio s2/S is essentially the same as
one-fourth aspect ratio and that the parameter s/dr is directly
related to st/dr, a comon structural criterion.
—
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.
(9)
The pitching-mmnt characteristics of the elastic wing My be deter-
mined by an integration of the ~essure d.istiibutiongiven ly equation
(6).
For any spanwise station, the section Titching mment about the
apex of the wing is
%2
=-s
T
This integration yields
The functions ~ (y) and Q (y) are given in the appendix.
The total pitching +moment coefficient about the a~ex of the wing
in terms of the mean aerodynamic chord is found by integration across
the span, \
or
(12)
The constants F~ and F4 which are functions of the aspct ratio,
taper, and sweepback are @ven ~ the a~n~x~
Torsion.— The pretious analysis has igaored the effects of wing
twist due to torsion. The solutions obtained are, in reality, those
for wings of inH.nite torsional stiffness. M general, since the
flezamal axis (or torsion center) is behind the center d pressure at
——
.—
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all spanwise stations of the wing, the twist of the wing due to
torsion will tend to compensate for the twist due to bending. For
w~s having lsrge angles of sweepback such as are necessary for
efficient supersonic flight, the aerodynamic twist due to torsion
has been calculated to be about 15 to 20 percent of the twist due to
bending (for thinkings). In such cases, the effect of the torsional
deformation on the spanwisk loading maybe neglected in calculating
the torsionsl moment. Equation (7) maybe utilized in the calcul>
tion of the torsionsl moment in this instance. A complex simult~
neous solution is thereby avoided.
An expression for the torsional moment at the root section of
the wing beam(yerpendicular to the elastic
assuming that the distance from the center
Ural axis for any section of the wing is a
local chord.
Then
axis) mybe obtainedby
of pressure to the flex-
const.antpercentage of the
where c is the local streamwise chord @venhY the eq~t~
c
[
= s co 1- (14) ;
1
Where k denotes the taper ratio of the wing and ~ the dist-ce
from center of pressure of flexural
chord. The function describing the
by equation (7).
The equation for the torsional
as
P
pg=sz
f
~cocosA ~
O!l
axis in terms of the streamwise
spantise loading Z/q is given
mcmmnt at the root may be written
As will be shown later, it is conve~ent to derive the ratio of the
torsional moment at the root to the bending moment at the root. The
lending moment at the root is given as
,.
.- —.--.—- ---- ——
._. _. ..—— .— .-. ...—= _- -—-—.--—- --.—— ------- .-—----
and
where
(13)
o
and corresponds to the spanwise center of ~essure for the load on the
half wing. The value of ~ maybe detemdned by a mechanical or
analytical integration of equation (7).
When the assumption is made that the twist due to torsion varies
ltnearly across the span (or that the ratio T/GJ is constsnt across
the span), the tncrementsl @e of attack
due to torsional deflection maybe written
or
and by adding this
(equation (1)) the
%=
or
‘s =a -
‘%2=
‘%!=
COSA T!sT Ts
TE7-==i5
expression to the angle
total angle af twist af
of any section of the wing
as
~
P
& twist due to lenrklng
any seotion is
Conibinedbending and torsion.- ~essions for the aerodynamic
prowrties af swept wings experiencing %oth bending &niltorsional
def~tim may be obk=d frrm equations (6) to (12) if & A iS
replaced by
[~”-(~ ~]
.
.
.
“
.—: :.—- ---
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The eqwtion for the angle of attack at maximum load faotor for
conhined lending and torsion is then
where “
T
[
-. f=gco ;–(1+
1
OOS2 A
In ap@ying the foregoing analysis to a specific wing, it is
convenient to use the equations to obtain the ratio of C% or
c~ for the elastic wing to the value for the rigid wing. Multi–
plying this ratio hy the value & C~ or C% for the rigid wing
as determined by the complete theory whereti the region within the
Mach
more
i
—=
qa
cone of the tip, and so forth, is considered, wi~ then give
acourate Psxm6ters for the ekrtic wing. Then
4m2s 32 m 5’2 a- S2 fz{Y) ~ A
—f=(y) -—
j3z 3J32YC(ml)
‘=ZY[ -(2351
c&elastio
–– [tanA _(~)$]~.1_ 8x&t %x S
chgia 3 fm(IM1)2 E d~
C%elastic 8z& IYm=- -— ——
C%igid
1 3 f3fi(m+l)2 E ~s~ [tmA-($~]$
(16)
(17)
(18)
In using the preceding equations, it is necessary to solve for ~.
This, in turn, involves finding the ratio Tr/~ which is determined
by the parameter ~ (usually has a value of about O.~).
A solution of the combined bending sad tors~onal deformation
effects csn be obtained by ~ssuming a value of Y, solving for ~,
sad checking the value of Y from a moment and area integration
of a plot of equation (16) to see if a second approximation is required
to determine ~ more accurately.
–-—... . ...—. ——— .-— .-— —. — .—— .——----- ...— -. ----
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The previous equaticms apply
to twisted and caniberedwings for
caiber is the same essentially as
NACA~~0. 181J-
primarily to flat lifting wings or
which the loading due to twist and
the loading due to change in angle
of attack. For wings with somewhat wbitrsry cariberemd/or twist;
these equations apply to all accelerated flight conditions. A solution
for the aeroelastic characteristics in steady level flight for such
wings must fivolve a consideration of the effects of the loadhg due
to the known arbitrary twist.
Wing With Supersonic Leadln.gEdge
The foregoing analysis has treated wings with the leading edge
swept behind the Mach cone. The same method, huwever, may be applied
to tinge swe@ ahead of the Mach cone. Ih this case, however, the
expression for the pressme field for the hcrexmrb%l. twist at any
spanwise station, corresponding to equation (2), is given by refe~
ence 8 as the real pzrt of
where a,t, and
I&pressions
distribution may
subsonic leading
&=4a m ~o~—l l+mt
~
plrpi=T F=l
m are as defined for equation (2).
(19)
for the pressure distribution, lift, moment, and load
be obtained in the same nmmer as for a wing with a .
edge although the tntegations are mre involved.
.
-,
.
DISCUSSION
Supersonic LiftingSurface Theory
The results of the foregoing analysis are best il..luslmatedby
applying them to a specific wing. For this purpose, the wing shown
in fiwe 4 was selected. haviw the geometric and stzmctwal material
chara~teristics given in-the ta~le in-the fQure. The
were made for various v&es of the pa.ramter # and
of the maximum design stress.4
Snan lead distributionsfor the ~ are shown in
calculations
for two values
figure ~ for
a Mach nwiber of 1.414, a value of ~ d 150 pounds yer square foot,
4 Calculations show that the wing has sufficient deyth to withstand the .
maximzm loading assumed without failure.
——— -———-
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.
a design stress of 30,000 pounds per square inch, and a dynamic
pressure of 211 pounds per squsxe foot which corresponds to flight
at 60,000 feet altitude. The load distribution curves ofpsrt (a)
of figure 5 exe for the same -e of attack of the root section end
show that the elasticity of the wing results in an appreciable
decrease in lif%curve slope. h this case, the reduction experienced
by the elastic wing amounts to 15 percent of the value for the rigid
wing of the same plan form. Part (b) of figure 5 shows the load
distribution curves for constant total lift coefficient. These load
distributions are of significance h illustrating how the change in
span load distribtiion due to elasticity may be expected to shift
the longitudinal center of pressure forward. The load distributions
as derived by what is known as strip theory are discussed later. .
Comparison of Aeroelastic Effects at Supersonic Speed
With Incompressible Flow Solutions
.
In calculating lift and stability characteristics of elastic
wings, it shouldbe noted that emors resulting from assuming the
extent of the wing beam as given in figure 1 and from igncming the
lift within the tipkhcone maybe minhized by using the analyti-
cal expressions which give the ratio of ltit-curve slope cm the
ratio of momen-ume slope for the elastic wing to that for the
rigid wing. These ratios maybe used with the rigorous values of
c%
and C
k
from reference 3 to obtain accurate values of
c% and C~ for the elastic wing.
Such mtios have been computed for the wing shown in figwe 4
as functions of the dynamic pressure at a flight Mach numiberof 1.414.
For comparison, ths _ ratios have been compu~das functions of
the dynamic Pss- for incompressible flowby the theory of refer–
ence 9. Figures 6 and 7 show the re~ults of these calculations
which were mule for two v-alms of ~ of 150 and 300 pounds pr
square foot and two values d design stiess, 30,000 and 45,000 pounds
per square tich. Figure 8 shows the shift in neutral point5 due to
wing elasticity as calculated from the data & figures 6 and 7.
The results indicate that the aeroelastic phenomma are a little
more severe at suprsonic sped, although the aercelastic effects are
found to be primarily a function of the Qmamic pressure and not of
Mach number. At a given dynamic pressure the differences in the
aerwlastic effects as computed by incompressible flow theory and by
%eutral point is defined as the position of the center of gravity
along the mean aerodynamic chord for neutiralstability.
.-— —. . .. . ——— -. —— —.–.-— .—-. ... —..—. . . _________ .__. _ __
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supersonic lifting+urface theory are found to %e due largely to the
fact that the center of pressure of the sectional lift is f-r
fO~a at subsonic s~ed, resul.tingin a clifference in tasional
C@formtion which compensates s~hat fw the bending deformation.
The comprison indicates that the -c pressure is the @mary
variable involved in determining the aeroelastic characteristics,
at least for wings swept behind the Mach lines.
It should he noted that the variation of the aeroelastic charac-
teristics
value of
wing learn
which the
effect is
which the
w;th dymmic pressme given in figures 6, 7, and 8 for any
~ and OH includes the effect of a smalJ-variation in
momut of inertia which c-s about from the mmner in
maximum design stress was brought into the analysis. The
not si@ficant within the range of dynamic pressure for
themy applies.
h rega&l to the range of application of the equations, calck
lations made uEing more rigorous structural theory with simple ship.
theory show that the mthod of the present report my le e~cted
to give accurate estimates of aeroelastic effects as great as, for
instance, a 3&percent loss in lift-curve S1OP. Within such limits
it is e~cted that the estimati of the neutral point shift due to
elasticity wSU be much more accurate than for analyses using
elementary aerodynamic lcating.
Ship Theory
The analytical evaluation of aeroelastic effects can be greatly
simplified‘bythe use d strip theory. This shplified ~thod of
determining the aerodynamic loading is based on the assumption that
the leading at amy spanwise station of the wing is a function only
of the section angle of at-ck. I’m the present case, a momied
stiip theory suggests itself wherein only the incrennt.al lift change
due to elastici@ is considered to be a function of the incremmtil
local ang~fattack change due to elasticity. The loading at any
spanwise station is then given by the product of the ratio of the
local angle of attack to the amgle d attack of the root section and
the expression for the
Then, for strip theory
The lead dis&ibutions
Llfting+urface theory
rigid wing lcding at any spanwise station.
1 4m2s
—= ~f=(y)’:
qa
\
so calculated are compared with suprsonlc
on figure 5. It is evident that this form
o
l
. _—
-.
——-
.
.
?
.
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of strip theory overest~tes the effects of wing elasticity,
the comprison indicates that the accuracy of strip theory in
19
but
Predicting lift-curve slope is satisfactory. The shift in center of
preswre which strip theory gives, however, is much too conservative.
It is suggested, however, that the mo~ied form of strip theory
may prove very meful in estimating the effects of ~ elasticity on
certain aerodynamic pranmtirs, the damping in roll for instance.
Further, the use of modified stiip theory permits the structural
chmacterlstics of the airplane wing to he brought tito the Tro%lem
more completely and enables the designers to estimate wing charactek
istics for all modes of deflection.
Ams Aeronautical Laborat~,
National Adtisory Committie
Moffett Field, Calif.
for Aeronautics,
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MATHWYYICAL lIERIVA!J!IOIVF LOADING
m HXKKE@l CONSTANTS
FUNCTIONS
*
The function8 fl(y), f=(y)~ ~ (y), and Q (y) and the constants
FIJ F2> % ) FL which appesr in equations (7) to (18) of the text me
given in %his-appendix.
The tict ions
follcndng integral:
z
-=s
~
from which
f=(y) ead f2(y) were developed
iii
Y+mtco
f~(y) =
{“t&
from the
--- --. .— —--— —.. -.— - .-— — --.– --— .- — -— .—. — —--- ——.— —.— — —---—
.,
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.
which yields
anti
iii
which yields
f,(y) = [
2m(y+mtco)*y (5m+3)
4&mt2 1
[
3y2(m+l)2
1[
—1
+ &5/2 cosh
[
+ 2m(y*c~)*y(5m+3)
4*2 1
E
.
[J(Y+wo+~Y) (W-WO+%Y d
2m(y+~cJ*y(m-1)
~(m+l)y 1
b (Y+m@@@ (W%”O+%Y) 1
.
[
3ya(m+l)a
1[
2m(y+~co)*y(m-1)
+ Cosh-=
&@/2
~(m+l)y 1
[
Y2(5m+l) J-
1-[
3y2(m+l)2
+ 1[
~osh–l @
J+m5/Z &5/2 7im 1
.
The constants I?l and ~, are evaluated as follm:
--—.—— —.. .. —,— —
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which yields for ~ # 1
a-%
‘1 = 2mtm2a
m+$2
+— ( m%-hpCoS-l — — ~o~_l m—~s/2 % )
and for mt = 1
@(1+2)+2C0
F= = ~&co%2@12co+~2 (m2-1)+ ‘c02
2m2(Ml=’) 2 (1+2)
+
C02
[
COH–l P (m~l) +II@Co
2(1-? ’12
— cos—l m
‘o 1
a = ~24n2
f = mtco
and
J
P
F2 = fz(y)ay
o
which Yielti for mt # 1
‘2=(*) [(m2)s’2- “u+ti2+%)”’21
21
.— - —. ._
-— .-— —- --——— —— .__. . . . _.
--- -— _-— .—.—... . .
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+ [f&;:’]{+ ,,af+mf%% +.* ,
+ Illta(.s1)%f2
[
Cos—1 H-2pb —1 d
8b3/’ .@ (ml-l)– Cos mt (mtl)1}
_ 3df+2~b
&f2+paf+’b +
~1/2~2
4b= }[4ba +
(mf,+phf-p=’g)“/2–(Mf7 ~/2
‘(&)[ 3%
[
+ f(4m@lj)
1{
2pg41f
8m=in#g 4%
Jnf’+phf-$2g +
1
.
. I
.,
I
-I
.,
+ f%2 (1+.)2
[
_= hfdpg
—1 h
8%”/2 Cos mtf (.+1)– Cos m-t(m+l)1}
.,
\
—
—-——
.——.
,, ---- ,,’
. .,
,,
1
.
I
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where
23
e = 2m+5mmt+3imt
f = mtco
g = (m+mt)(m&l)
l
h = _t+mt
J = mt+mml~al
For mt = 1
( ){
F,== [mc02+13co(3m-l)+2B’(*1) ]s/2 (m.o’)3/2
4m2 6(m-1) 6(m-1) }
[
co Co(*l) (7m+3)
1{[
4p(m-l)+c~(31wl)+ —-
f?m 16m2(~l) 8(m-1) 1 [d
mcoz+j3co(*l)+2~’(~1
‘1
*1
- COS-l —
m+l 1}
‘[ ’%J21[c0sh-1 W2r” +
+[co’p’] [[4’5.:;::7)1
+
[
3CO(3UI-1)
16m11~~1)’ 1
CoBh-l f3(m+l)+2mco_ cosh_l H
p(m+l) m+l-1
[dmcoz+j3co(*l) +2j3’(m-l‘1
.— .
-——- .—. —. —-—-—. . . . .. . . .. —..——. .._ __ ---
_...—. . .- —————-——
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co(m+l)
~ ~2 [8m*co4!3mc~(m+l)+3~2(m+l)2]~
15mcos\2(m+l)s J
A/mco+j3(mtl) _ MIW2CQ
15(n+l)3
H[*l+[=::7H)l}{ [mc”2+’c”(-i)r’21
The functiom fa(y) and f4(y) were developed from the inte~l:
()4P XdxT’ y=const.
m
from which
f.(Y)=J% J*
m ,’
Then
.
,,
.
. I
. —— — . __. .— —~— —-
. .
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f
Also
m
which yields
f4(y) =
[J
(Y+%W%Y) (mY*cmY)
iii
+ qY(Y~Co) (7m+5)+~Y(@+~+15)
2ksmt3 1
[
y= (ms-3m2*)
1[
-1 (zIHmlb”+~)y+211urL#o
+ cosh
l&7/2 m@l)y
-la
-1 (all+~ )Y+%co- cosh — - cosh
m+l n+-(m+l)y 1
[J(Y+mt%+wy) (wmtco-mty) 1[ 8 (y+%co)2+ 24m qs
_ ~y(y+qcJ (7m+5)~2~2(W+22m+15)
24m3& 1
[
7(3%+8=13) JZGd
.-
24M7’2 1
.
.- —,.. -.—. —______ _-—..._ —_____ _______ ________ . . .. .______ ______
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The constant l?~ is evaluated as:
which yields for w # 1
F= = msf9–(m2f2+2@Pf-&%)si2 + ~ ~o~h-lzm(13+f)
6mt%2a 2 B%
+ fa(~2+m2)
(
m2f-aj3 mf
cOs—=6aS/2 - COS—l —+2C0 %2C0 )
and for mt =1
+ COIP(-2)-WCOI A/& co2+2f3&co-@ (1*2) .mco3
+
6m2(l+n2)2 2(1-2)2
co72+l#)
[
@co~(l~2) _ ~o~–l m
‘+ 6(1-&)5/2
COS-l
mco 1
. ..— .-. —— -.-— . . ..— —
,.. ,
... -,-
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is evaluated as: - “ -AISOF4, ,
,.
J PF4C= fq(y)ay‘0“
which yields for mt # 1
,.
. .
‘4=[&p‘%)+ *1[’fi+pYT)s’2 1
‘hb~l- 384m~%2 I
( 5Adf “ B )[ (&)3/2+ 144m3&b + 18ms~3 kb
-1
1
I‘(o “F0sh-’P%’i-co’h-’~-cosh-’~q~)~
[(+ (ml’2f) ~ +3b
(
-E+— 513bf 5f’h2 Z@
‘~+% )
(dmf’+$m’g)
3g -@3’
_ [@#Q#!Eq [m=;&) - c=.;,:+.)]
. . ..— -—— ——.,——— -—
— .—
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[
My Iag+w )
2 1[
hf-2f3gCOB-= -1 h+
16g71 qf(ln+l) –,cos ~(m+l) 1
[
+ DF(5h2+4mg)+4Hf@+u8*d
1{?’;?
( &f=+pf&f32g )
384m%n#&
,(~y:’2)+[~2;*)2] [...-l m-, -cOs-l.,:+.,1}
-[(2hL) (’ +%9+(mlimt3)][(&+’tiP)3’2 ]
where
A=
B=
c=
D=
H=
and for %=1
.
8m2+14m%t+l-+3m%nt2+22Mmt2+l!5mt2
~c.( 8m+’@lmt+5mt) .
3_*
~&H
8m2–14m~Mmmt+3m%t2+2_2+15~2
-HF4.&~. *1+*}{ . 6(@l) }‘bco2+pco(3n@+2p2(El) ]9/22m3
,
...— — --
---
————
, ———
.-’
II
,
.
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.
co2(m+l)2
[
-1
+ 16@(1-m)3~2 Cos
4p(lbl)+c~(31A) 3m-1
1
ml\2c02(*l)
— Cos-= —+
co(m+l) m+l 8( I=m) }
.
+:
p
-1 ~(m+l)+2mc
~4 cosh Q - cosh-’ ~ - cosh–l ~(~l)+mc
P(m+l) m-i-l J3(m+l) ‘.J
+
+
+
(mcO)
[
2f33~&c02+j3mco(m+l)
7mco(Ml)
4[8&co2-4f3mco(m+l)+3132(m+l)21
‘Jm2c02+13mco(m+l)
35( l+m)4
.
\
5c~2(3m-1)2 2
64m(Id.) s – *. J
2p%(wl)+13mco(3&l)+&co2
?(3+%%%-%WC”==4’(pl)+cO(*l)co(m+l)
C06-1 m-l
1
+7co’1*1)2 _ mcos
m+l 64(m-1) s 6(m-1), 1
-[
f34(3&%&n+13)Jm
~&7\2 1{ 2C” + (54 [a%-3B(ml) 1+ $lm(m+l) 9@2(m+l)2 .
-.. —.. — -. .,-- , -. ,-— - — ----—- -—. .------- .- —--— ..-— ..-. . ... . .. .. .. .. .—..-—- .—— .
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+ (X)[8m2c02-12bnco(m+l) +lS!32(m+l)21
42Gmsco(m+l)’ }{ }
[mco2+j3co(m+l)1312
- [(mc02’3”1 [9$% 4,m(m+1J2 .Om(m+d
+JQE!L+A2E?L
where
T = 25m?+32iu+15
v = lomco(*l)
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Mach lines
Figure 1. – Geometric chorocterktics of the wing beam.
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figure 3 — The boundary conditions ond pressure distribution for the com’cul flow
soh#ion for Wfereotiol twist
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Figure 4. — Sketch of the wing used in the calculations. .
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